About 1/3 of all food produced is either
lost or wasted. It’s time for a change!
Hotpoint and Jamie Oliver are working
together to show how people can play an
active role in reducing food waste.1

Food waste is a significant social issue worldwide

Contributors
to Food Waste
around the
Globe

Food Waste per Person: 2
173 kg/year
National Food Waste:
88,000,000,000 kg

Food Waste per Person: 3
278 kg/year
National Food Waste:
90,767,556,000 kg

Most
Wasted
Foods
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Bread

Fresh Vegetables

Bagged Salad
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Leftovers
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Fresh Fruit
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Food Waste per Person:
51 kg/year
National Food Waste:
67,693,940,000 kg
Food Waste per Person:
361 kg/year
National Food Waste:
8,948,576,300 kg

Where does food waste come from?
People’s Perception vs. Reality

What
People
think

Reality
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59%

IN SUPERMARKETS

57%

56%
64%
49%

47%
50%
39%

47,8% IN RESTAURANTS
30%

61%

HOUSEHOLDS

28%

31%
23%

HOUSEHOLDS 53%
PROCESSING 19%
FOOD SERVICE 12%
PRODUCTION 11%
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 5%

28%

Low awareness of
food waste sources

Main source of food
waste = households

It starts at home: Each of us plays a part
in contributing to global food waste

1) Source: News European Parliament: Food waste: the problem in the EU in numbers (May 2017) 2) Source: IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute. www.ivl.se 3) Source:
https://www.care2.com/greenliving/which-countries-waste-the-most-food.html 4) Source: Survey carried out by Kantar TNS for Whirlpool EMEA (Italy) from April 24 to May 7,
2018 in the UK (1,999 interviewed), Germany (1,000 interviewed), Russia (803 interviewed) and Italy (1,000 interviewed). Data collection method: CAWI. 5) Source: Survey carried
out by Kantar TNS for Whirlpool EMEA (Italy) from April 24 to May 7, 2018 in the UK (1,999 interviewed), Germany (1,000 interviewed), Russia (803 interviewed) and Italy (1,000
interviewed). Data collection method: CAWI. 6) Source: UK wrap report 2012: Bundesministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft

How does so much food get wasted at home?1
Poor planning

Buying too much food

Letting food go bad in the fridge or cupboard
Not eating leftovers forgotten in the fridge

Top reasons
for household
food waste:
2

Cooking too much

- Food becomes inedible
- Unsure about freshness

- Food becomes inedible
- Unsure about freshness

- Food becomes inedible
- Unsure about freshness

- Food becomes inedible
- Extended expiry date

- Forgotten food
- Cooked to much

- Extended expiry date
- Forgotten food

- Extended expiry date
- Cooked to much

Over 34% of all countries waste on average at
least 10% of the food from their weekly food shop.

- Unappealing look
- Forgotten food

What can we do to waste less?

Tackling Food Waste: Perceptions & Solutions
Food waste is a strongly felt issue

How is food
waste felt in
Europe?

Deeply involved in food waste
Food waste is still weakly felt
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Issue of food waste is high and
widely felt

Different
perception of
food waste
across Europe.

Hotpoint believes no food should be wasted.
When food is well preserved, recycled and
properly cooked, it can keep giving goodness.
Hotpoint has the right tools to preserve and
cook fresh food as well as leftovers by giving
them a second life.

It’s time for some
Fresh Thinking for
Forgotten Food!

Empowering people to appreciate
food, improve cooking skills and enjoy
healthy & delicious dishes through
the use of cooking appliances

“Food waste is
an everyday problem
all of us face, and we’re
often not aware that with
just a little bit of know-how,
a huge volume of the food
we throw away can be
transformed into
delicious, tasty things.”
Jamie Oliver

How to get involved?
Follow Hotpoint and Jamie Oliver for
more useful tips & tricks to become
a total food waste ninja!

Campaign
1

2
3

Did you know you can freeze herbs? Simply chop, then pop them in an
ice cube tray with a little oil and whack them in the freezer.
If you have any fruit that's about to go bad, pop it in a container and
freeze it – it'll be perfect for a smoothie another day!
So much fantastic bread goes to waste but it doesn't have to! Stale
bread is great for adding body to rustic Italian soups, or for making
croutons, while sliced bread can live in the freezer and be used for toast.

Consumers see technology as a
solution for food waste4
A smart refrigerator (39%), which
preserves food for longer and
has a display that shows when
food is expiring (30%), is
appreciated in all 4 countries.
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Made too much to eat in one go? Freeze your leftovers, or
plan ahead and make extra, for delicious, home-cooked meals
in no time.
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Stock up on frozen veg for adding to recipes as and when it's
needed. Using just the right amount for your dish is a great
way to avoid waste, plus it means you always have 'fresh' veg
to hand.

1-4) Source: Survey carried out by Kantar TNS for Whirlpool EMEA (Italy) from April 24 to May 7, 2018 in the UK (1,999 interviewed), Germany (1,000 interviewed), Russia (803
interviewed) and Italy (1,000 interviewed). Data collection method: CAWI.

